Anniversary review!
Reviewed June 2011

Fantastic level of accomodation in the Suffolk countryside. A friendly tour and close enough to a fab pub~(Dukes Head) relaxed over leaving time .
Only minor points- towels big and fluffly and a cooked brekkie .
Great value well done as lots of effort has gone on here. We will be back!!!!
“Brilliant place to stay”
Reviewed 29 June 2011

We rented just one room in this picturesque barn. We had shared use of the amazing kitchen, dining room, sitting rooms and sun balconies. Setting
was quiet and peaceful on the edge of the heath, overlooking open countryside. The cottage garden was pretty and tranquil. Our room was clean and
well furnished, although a chair would have been useful. The en suite shower room was clean with plenty of towels, although, again, we would have
done with a shelf or some sort of surface to store toilet bags. There was plenty of extremely hot water. The shared areas were clean and well stocked.
We booked the continental breakfast and, at £3 per head, it was amazing value. Definitely highly recommended for all types of travellers.
“it is a lovely comfortable well equipped house which accommodated 3 generations well allowing everyone their own space.”
Reviewed 31 July 2011

Our party of 4 children under 7, 1 baby and 7adults spent a fantastic week in this lovely clean, comfortable, spacious and well equipped house . Jan
was great ,always available to help but completely unobtrusive.

“it is a lovely comfortable well equipped house which accommodated 3 generations well allowing everyone their own space.”
Reviewed 31 July 2011

Our party of 4 children under 7, 1 baby and 7adults spent a fantastic week in this lovely clean, comfortable, spacious and well equipped house . Jan
was great ,always available to help but completely unobtrusive.

“Very beautiful large house - where everything works”
Reviewed 22 August 2011

Our party of 9 stayed for just 4 nights in August at Camps Heath Barn and regretted it could not be longer. The surrounding countryside is very
beautiful and the walks are delightful (including local pubs). The barn is one of the most tasteful conversions I have ever seen, retaining bags of
character, and it was a relief to find that absolutely everything there worked simply and well (having struggled over the years with many dodgy
showers and incomprehensible cookers). While it was wonderful for a typically wet August, we could easily imagine how magical it would be during
the winter too. And so a re-booking is imminent.

Great Accomodation!
Reviewed September 2011

This Barn conversion was absolutely great accommodation. If you love features such as brickwork, wood beams and old english style decor then this
is definitely the place for you.
Me and my partner had a wonderful time here - you get your own separate bedroom, with en-suite and then a shared kitchen and the choice of two
very comfy living rooms to chill out in and watch television.
The hospitality here was amazing from the owner. He showed us around all of the accommodation when we arrived and made us feel very welcome even giving us his phone number so we could contact him with any queries during our stay. We didn't order breakfast during our stay, but on the
morning of our last day my car broke down and we had to call for breakdown. Gracefully, the owner allowed us to stay longer and have breakfast
whilst we waited.
Would recommend this stay to anyone and everyone =) x

